If you know someone interested in entering the field of Court Reporting and/or
Captioning, please let them know that the Realtime Center For Learning, Inc. is
holding an Open House on:
August 18, 2018 from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. at 71 Clinton Road, Garden City, NY.
At 1:30 p.m. there will be a real-time demonstration by a current student.
Call 516-590-7258 - Space is limited. E-mail: hbrenner@realtimecenter.com
NEXT THEORY CLASS:

October 4, 2018 Call for an appointment at 516-590-7258

There is a current shortage of Certified Realtime Court Reporters and Captioners.
Schedule an interview to qualify for this exciting career using high-tech translation software
from the stenographic machine, which is supplied by the school, to your laptop. Work in the legal field,
travel the world, or work in Broadcast Captioning. With so few realtime reporters currently available,
once this skill is acquired, the demand is high for employment.

VISIT www.realtimecenter.com for program details.

Testimonials:
Current student:
“I started online court reporting school in July of 2015 and switched to Harriet’s school in April of
2017. When I compare my experience of online school to physically going to a classroom
setting, the two are totally different routes intended to provide similar results -a great reporter.
Although I started with online classes, solely for convenience, Realtime Center for Learning is
where I feel, personally, I have progressed most.
I enjoy the hands-on help where all of the teachers are either a call, text or e-mail away. All of
the staff are either working or retired NY reporters so when you ask a question, they always
have a detailed, helpful answer and a personal story to go with it; each of them knows what you
are going through and how difficult and challenging this field is; they are understanding of how
hectic life can be and always offer a listening ear or advice from personal experiences; they are
more than just teachers but also mentors.
I feel that I have become a better writer since the change and have noticed my obvious increase
in WPM/speed, but also my accuracy has improved dramatically. I trust all of the teachers and
their personalized methods to becoming a better reporter; even if their solution may seem silly,
it always works. Although I will not be the fastest to complete court reporting school, I am
moving at my own pace and forward will always be forward.
To any student thinking of comparing your journey through court reporting school to someone
else’s, don’t do it - everyone goes at their own pace.”
Submitted by Samantha Marshak, current student at the Realtime Center For Learning, Inc.,
Garden City, NY
Ms. Marshak was selected as the Bronze medal winner in NCRA’s Student Speed Contest held
during the 2018 Court Reporting and Captioning Week.

Graduate Students:
I just want to thank Harriet and the teachers at Realtime Center For Learning for the training I received. They gave
me the tools and confidence I needed to land a job and establish myself in the industry with a reputable agency. If
you want to be a prominent real-time writer in the court reporting industry, then Realtime Center For Learning is
the school for you. Christine DeRosa, RCFL 2012 Graduate and Freelance Court Reporter

Graduate Students Continued:
I didn’t just learn how to operate the Stenograph machine at Realtime Center, I learned everything I needed to know
about the reporting profession so I was completely prepared when it was time for me to leave the classroom. Now
I’m a regular reporter for the biggest agency in New York, and I’m proud of the work I do every day. /THA*PBG
/KWROU /RAEL /TAOEUPL /STR- !! Ken Perschke, RCFL 2015 Graduate and Freelance Court Reporter

“As a realtime reporter producing expedites and dailies on very high-end commercial work, I have
enjoyed income as high as $97,000 annually.” Jennifer Fuchs, Freelance Reporter and currently working
as an Official Court Reporter

Agencies:
Many new reporters have the speed needed to graduate reporting school but know so little
about the details and nuances of court reporting as an effective professional, i.e., filling out a
“dog sheet,” how to handle parentheticals, marking of exhibits, proper punctuation, formats
and protocols. We have recently begun working with one of Harriet’s graduates. Wow, what a
difference. It is so refreshing to have a new reporting graduate who is a well-prepared
professional. It is obvious that Harriet’s graduates have learned from the best. Harriet dots
every “I” and crosses every “T.” They are head and shoulders above the rest. Thank you,
Harriet, for maintaining the integrity needed for creating excellent court reporters.
Martha Callahan Reina
Excel Reporting, Inc.

A few years ago Harriet Brenner-Gettleman, the president of Realtime Center For Learning
referred one of her graduates to Enright Court Reporting. This reporter has become a shining
star within the Enright family. She came to Enright well prepared and has worked very hard
to rise to the top within the company. I am truly grateful to be able to work closely with
Harriet and look forward to hiring many more graduates from Realtime Center for Learning, a
center of excellence!
Colleen West, President
Enright Court Reporting & Transcription.

